Introduction
In this paper the problem of the tangency of sets of the N olass M_ v. in generalized metric spaces is considered. Some sufficient conditions for compatibility and equivalence of the tangency relations of the sets from above class have been given here.
In the papers [6] and [7] the problem of the compatibility and equivalence of the tangency relation T-^a^kfp) of sets of the class A* v. in generalized metric spaces is considered.
As generalized metric space we assume the pair (E,l), where S is an arbitrary, non-empty set and 1 is a non-negative, real function defined on the Cartesian product B 0 *E 0 of the family E Q of all non-empty subsets of the set S.
The funation 1 generates on the set EVE a non-negative, real function 1 0 defined by the formula (1) l 0 (x,y) = l({x},{y.}), x,yeE.
Let A, B denote an arbitrary, non-empty subsets of the set E and a, b non-negative real functions defined in the right-hand side neighbourhood of 0 and fulfilling the condition 
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We sa7 that the pair of the sets (A,B) is (a,b)-clustered at the point p of the space (E,l^ if 0 is the olaster point of the set of all real numbers r>0 such that the sets AnS1(p,r)ajrj and Bn P» r )^(rj are non-empty. S1(p,r)u denotes here the set defined by the formula (3) s i(P. r )u = ^J , u) for u>0 qeS-^p.r) S1(p,r) for u = 0, where S1(p,r) = {xe E; l0(p,x) = r} and K^q.u) = {x e E| l0(q,x) < u}. , We say that the set A is (afb)-tangent of order k to the set B at the point p of the space (E,l) (or shortly: (A,B) c e Tjia.'b.k.p)) if:
1. the pair of the sets (AfB) is (a,b)-clustered at the point p of the space (E,l), To prove the theorems contained in the papers [6] and [7] ) a ( r j) «= sup 9i(x,y)» x,y e A n p,r) fl^j }. We say that the set A e E 0 has the Darboux property at the point p of the space (8,9) (and writet AeD p (E,9)), if there exists a number r>0 such that A n S^ {p,r) J 0 for r e (O.-r). Hence it follows that Ae SL ,,, what means that A* vc M" .. p,it p,s p,it In connection with this theorem the question arises» whether the theorems oontained in the papers [6] and [7] will be rightful, under similar assumptions, for the more spaoious class of the sets M_ <,.
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The answer to this question is affirmative. It is enough to strengthen somewhat the assumptions conoerned the functions a and b which the tangency relation T^(a,b,k,p) depends on. The lemma given below will explain it to us.
Let a be an arbitrary, non-negative real funotion defined in the right-hand side neighbourhood of 0 fulfilling the condition
where cx <oo, then for an arbitrary set A e M . having the P» . Darboux property at the pointy p of the spaoe (B,p)
Proof. From (1.5) it follows that there exists a number 6> 0, such that
a(r) < (a+1)r k+1 for re (0,6).
From the oondition (1.5) it also follows that and from the definition of this set it follows that there exist points q,q' e E s-uoh that p(p.q) » ?(p»q') =r and e(<J,u)<a(r) and 9 (q',v) < a(r).
Henoe and from the triangle inequality we have
Prom the Darboux property of the set A at the point p it follows that AnSp(p,r) 4 0.
Let xeAnS^(p,r). From the triangle inequality and (1.10)
we get 
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We say that the functions 11,lg e F^ fulfil in the set A eBq the condition of the proximity of the spheres of order k at the point p with regard to the metric p if
Using the Lemma 1.1 and the Lemmas 2 and 3 proved in the paper [6] we shall prove the following Theorem 1. The above theorem holds by sufficiently strong assumptions about functions and 12. These assumptions one can weaken by restriction of the function class F^.
Let P* (see [6] ) be the olass of the functions 1 fulfilling the conditions! 1° 1« E 2 <0, oo),
2° p(A,B) ^1(A,B) $diamp(A uB) for A,B e EQ.
It is easy to see that every function 1 eF* generates on the 2 " set E the metric p because ?U,y) = e({x},{y}) « K{x},{y}) *diam?({x}y{y}) = <?(x,y), whenoe it follows that (1.26) l({x},{y}) = p(x,y) for x,y e E.
Prom the above remark and from the Theorem 1.2 it follows Corollary 1.1. If the functions aif bj^ (1=1,2) fulfil the condition (1.17), then for arbitrary funo-* ~ tions l1flo eP and arbitrary sets A,B € M . having the Darboux property at the point p of the space (E,p) the tangenoy relations ^ (a., tb.j ,k,p) and T^ (a2,b2,k,p) are compatible. 1 2 2. On equivalence of the tangenoy relation Now we shall consider the problem of the equivalence i.e. the reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity of the tangenoy relation T,(a,b,k,p) of the sets belonging to the olass II ...
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Important meaning in consideration of this problem has Theorem 1.2 proved above.
Let 1 be an arbitrary function belonging to the olass F , We say that the funotion 1 eP^ has the triangle property or that fulfils the triangle inequality (oondition) if Let row (A,B) eT1(a,b,k,p) and (B,C) eT1(a,b,k,p) A,B) e T_^(a,a,k, p) and (B,C) e T^(a,b,k,p) . Henae we have 
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Prom (2.12) and from the definition of the class P^ it follows that dp e F*. moreover, for any non-empty sets of the family B Q the funotion dp is a symmetric function and fulfils the triangle inequality. Because every function 1eF* generates on the set 5 the metric p, then it follows that the functions 1 and dç fulfil in the sets of the family B Q the condition of the proximity of the spheres of order k at the point p with regard to the metric ç. 
